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16 October 2019 Meeting
Dr. Li Jin (SUNY Cortland) will present:
“Applications of INtegrated CAtchment (INCA) models to simulate flow and water quality under changes in
future climate and socioeconomics”
Many small to large river systems around the globe are subject to some kind of water pollution issues e.g. excessive nutrients,
increased sediment delivery or elevated salinity. Changes in climate, land use and socioeconomics put additional stressors to
these freshwater systems and there is a need to assess how they will respond to these changes. The INtegrated CAtchment (INCA)
model is a dynamic daily simulation model that predicts flow and water quality. The semi-distributed and multi-branched nature
allows it to represent simple to complex river network and to incorporate point and non-point sources of pollution in a catchment.
In this talk, applications of INCA models to the Mekong River basin and Tioughnioga River catchment are presented. First, INCA
was used to simulate nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations in the Mekong catchment. The impacts of climate change and a
range of socio-economic scenarios on flow and water quality have been assessed across 24 river reaches ranging from the Himalayas down to the delta in Vietnam. Results of INCA simulations indicate increases in mean flows and shift in timing of the monsoon. Changes in nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations were primarily driven by flow changes and changes in fluxes of these
nutrients reflect the changing flow, land use change and population changes. Secondly, elevated levels of salinity (Cl) are harmful to sensitive biota, threaten riparian ecosystems, and may affect the portability of drinking waters supplies. This is especially a
concern in Northeastern US where anthropogenic practices (deicing) is regularly conducted in the winter. INCA model was used
to simulate Cl concentrations in the Tioughnioga River catchment and assess the future impacts of continued deicing practices on
freshwater salinization under changes in climate, land use and population. Model projections suggest that Cl concentrations in
Tioughnioga River will continue to rise for several decades, before beginning to decline in mid-century. The INCA model projections shed light on how flow and water quality might change into the future and provide valuable knowledge to support planning
and strategic decision making.
Please RSVP by Friday, October 11h to reserve your seat
and to help us provide a reliable count to the chef at Spaghetti Warehouse.
Location:
Time:
Cost:
RSVP:

Dinner costs for students who RSVP will be offset by sponsorships
by Gould Groundwater Geosciences, P.C., ERM, and ParrattWolff.

Spaghetti Warehouse, 689 North Clinton Street, Syracuse, New York
5:00—6:00p.m. social hour: 6:00-6:30p.m. dinner; 6:45p.m. technical presentation
Members: $20 RSVP / $25 at the door; Non-member $30 RSVP / $35 at the door
https://cnyapg.org/ (see page 4 for details) or
Bonnie (Parratt Wolff) bolney@pwinc.com or (315) 437-1429

Next dinner meeting - November 20, 2019
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CNYAPG
Newsletter
The CNYAPG Newsletter is a
monthly publication of the Central
New York Association of Professional Geologists dedicated to
sharing upcoming events, delivering regular articles of interest and
providing the Membership a forum
for discussion.
The newsletter is prepared by the
Officers and Board of Directors of
CNYAPG (listed below).
Officers:
Guy Swenson, President
guy.swenson@obg.com
Calvin Prothro, Vice President
prothroc@sunyocc.edu
Gerry Gould, Treasurer
ggould@gouldgw.com
Will Hackett Secretary
WHackett@pwinc.com
Sarah King,
Associate Vice President
Sking8@oswego.edu
Board of Directors:
Micah Wiesner
miwiesne@syr.edu
Kyle Makovsky
kamakovs@syr.edu
Sean Pepling
spepling@pwinc.com
Ed Hinchey
ehinchey@indiescientists.com
Bill McCune
William.mccune@arcadis.com
Nate Kranes
nkranes@trccompanies.com

President’s Message
Physical, biological, chemical, geologic processes occur. Whether we understand
these processes or not, accept them or not, these processes will continue to govern
our world. Science has provided humans with an ability to understand some of these
processes, which has provided us with a better understanding of how our world functions. Science has also given us the ability to interact with the world in beneficial
and non-beneficial ways. Science has provided answers to “life’s” questions that
were formerly provided by religion and societal beliefs. Science has challenged religious and societal beliefs both to the detriment of the scientist who challenge those
beliefs, but also to the societal and religious believers who are left without a foundation for living their lives. Scientific knowledge by itself cannot always provide effective tools for navigating life and society. Humans need a foundation of beliefs as a
guide for living with others and the natural world.
Science is not immune to the influence and bias of the individual and society. How
one practices science can be directed by one’s religious or societal beliefs. Many scientists regularly kill new species so they can describe and study it, while some native
cultures believe that animal life is sacred and will not kill a creature for study but
will instead rely on observation to understand the new species. The history of science has numerous examples of how religious, societal, and scientific beliefs can
become a dogma that restricts continued scientific growth and threatens those scientists who challenge the belief (Darwin, Wegener, Galileo).
Our lives, nature, and the scientific process all require the ability to change and
adapt. Change because post-glacial sea level rise flooded land our ancient ancestors
lived on, change because species invade and dominate an existing species, and
change because test results require revisions to a scientific theory. Our ability to
adapt to change is key to our survival as individuals, as societies, and as scientists. If
we do not change our individual behaviors as we age, we can fail as parents and as
beneficial members of society. If we do not change as a society, more adaptable societies will replace us. If we do not change our scientific understanding based on
new data, we become outdated and no longer a benefit to the scientific community or
our employer. Physical, biological, chemical, geologic processes occur and the world
will continue to evolve with or without us, so it is our choice whether we will be part
of this evolution.
So come to a monthly CNYAPG meeting and learn some new science.
Guy Swenson
President, CNYAPG
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Upcoming Events of Interest
Date

Organization

Description

October 16

CNYAPG

Dr. Li Jin, SUNY Cortland - “Applications of INtegrated CAtchment (INCA) models to simulate
flow and water quality under changes in future climate and socioeconomics”
CNYAPG Monthly Meeting, Spaghetti Warehouse, N. Clinton Street, Syracuse, NY
www.cnyapg.org

October 29-30

NYSCPG

Modern Technologies and Emerging Techniques for Assessing Complex Hydrogeologic Systems in Fractured Bedrock
(2-Day Technical CE Course) https://nyscpg.wildapricot.org/event-3517334

November 20

CNYAPG

Dr. Justin Stroup, SUNY Oswego - ““Understanding the Little Ice Age from the perspective of
the Tropics: insights from Quelccaya Ice Cap, Peru”
CNYAPG Monthly Meeting, Spaghetti Warehouse, N. Clinton Street, Syracuse, NY
www.cnyapg.org
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CNYAPG
Governance

Online Registration Available
for Dinner Meetings

Membership Renewal

Register for the monthly dinner meetings using CNYAPG’s
web site. Simply go to https://cnyapg.org/events and follow
the instructions to register. You will be able to pay for the
meeting ahead of time, if you wish. You still have the option of calling or emailing Bonnie to register if you prefer
(you only need to register one way or the other).

CNYAPG 2018-2019 Monthly Meetings Fees
StudentMember
Non-member
Member
Student
Pre-registered

$20

$30

$10

$15

At the door

$25

$35

$15

$20

CNYAPG’s membership period
follows the CNYAPG meeting year
from September through August.
Renewals are due in September. To
renew or become a new member,
simply complete the membership
form, available on our website at
www.cnyapg.org. Membership is
only $25 per year and all money
received is used in support of our
organization.
Join CNYAPG at our social networking groups on Facebook and
LinkedIn . These sites (always under development) will provide
online forums for discussion, as
well as another way to inform our
members and networking opportunities. For more information about our
social media sites e-mail us at
admin@cnyapg.org.

The CNYAPG was founded in
1993 to strengthen and advance
the
geological
sciences.
CNYAPG
conducts
regular
meetings on the third Wednesday of each month from September to May. Meetings feature
dinner and distinguished speakers whose presentations invite
comment and discussion.

CNYAPG meets the third Wednesday of the month from September through May
at Spaghetti Warehouse, located at 689 North Clinton Street, Syracuse, New York.
www.cnyapg.org
www.twitter.com/cnyapg
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